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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to offer a concise historical account of the origins 

of linkage analysis. The time frame of the thesis ranges from the rediscovery of 

Mendel's paper in 1900 to topics of interest during the late 1930's. The analysis is 

done through a mathematical perspective. Topics include the detection of linkage, 

estimations of linkage and early discussions of the mechanism by which linked 

genetic material was inherited. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

It is the intention of this thesis to organize various explanations for variation 

and linkage. These explanations beginning with the rediscovery of Mendel's paper 

to papers from the late thirties are discussed from a mathematical perspective. 

The discussion begins by giving a brief history of the origins of genetics. This 

will include a discussion of the contributions made by various authors and the 

controversies they created. The differing philosophies of Mendelism and Galtonism 

will be analyzed with respect to the points they differ and with respect to the 

scientists who were involved. Consideration will be given to their backgrounds 

in science and how this may have affected their arguments. By explaining the 

positions, circumstances and available information the participants had access to, 

will give a realistic picture of the origins of linkage analysis. 

In Chapter II an explanation on how the discovery of chromosome theory came 

to be accepted will be discussed. Consideration will be given to important discov

eries and patterns made at, and prior to, one of the most important milestones in 

genetics. The use of mathematics as a proof for these findings will be the basis of 

the discussion. 

In keeping with the attempt to organize past discoveries, the progress made by 

individuals in the concepts of genetic distance and the position of a gene on the 

chromosome will be presented. An explanation of the motivation for describing 

genes in terms of a linear arrangement and attempts to show afterwards the increase 

of the accuracy of the estimated distances will be discussed. The primary and most 
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enduring methods for detection of linkage, determination of the position of the gene 

on the chromosomes and estimations of hnkage will be presented. 

Chapter IV will close with a discussion on linkage in human genetics. The 

discovery and subsequent classifications of blood groups led to an unprecedented 

supply of data. Within the data discoveries of unexplained proportions of rare 

blood conditions and the added information on the subject's family medical records 

immediately attracted attention. It will be shown how methods of estimations were 

used to explain certain findings and predict future trends. 

This will help gain a clear understanding of how and why the field of genetics, 

with respect to linkage analysis, took the direction it did and that the mathematical 

basis for the arguments hold true, given what was known at the time. 



CHAPTER II 

A BRIEF HISTORY 

2.1 The Rediscovery of Mendel 

Mendel's paper Versuch uber Pflanzenhybriden [7] (Experiments on Plant Hy

brids) was read on February 8 and March 8 of 1865. The paper was mostly ignored 

with the exception of its publication in the Transactions of the Natural History 

Society of Brunn in 1866. 

The best referenced story of how the Dutch botanist Hugo de Vries rediscovered 

Mendel's paper in 1900 comes from T.J. Stomps who was de Vries' successor as 

Professor of Botany at Amsterdam. 

In 1900 at just the time he was about to publish the results of his 
experiments he received a letter from his friend, Professor Beyerinck at 
Delft, reading thus: T know you are studying hybrids, so perhaps the 
enclosed reprint of 1865 by a certain Mendel which I happen to possess 
is still of some interest to you.' De Vries read the paper and found that 
the results of his experiments, which he had believed to be quite new, 
had already been reported 35 years before . . . I once asked de Vries 
whether he could remember the precise moment at which he discovered 
Mendel's now famous paper, and he personally related the story to me. 
[28] 

De Vries' paper. The Law of Segregation of Hybrids was submitted March 14 

1900. Carl Correns (Germany) supported de Vries findings in his publication G. 

Mendel's Law Concerning the Behavior of Progeny of Varietal Hybrids [28] on April 

26 of the same year as did E. Von Tschermak (Austria). 

The introduction of this rediscovery had a direct and controversial effect on an 

influential 1859 pubhcation. The Origin of Species [5]. Its author Charles Darwin 

advocated that beings evolved to their current states because of their environ-



ments. For Darwin, the expressions of variabiUty were strictly determined and 

influenced by the environment. The major theme throughout Darwin's explana

tions of this variation, and heredity in general, was that there was accumulation 

of slight deviations from generation to generation. Given the right circumstances 

involving the environment these deviations would be expressed. Darwin did not 

refute that other forms of variation and heredity existed, but concluded that they 

did not factor heavily into his argument for evolution. 

2.2 Mendelism or Galtonism 

Francis Galton and Karl Pearson, founders of the biometrical school at Cam

bridge, presented various studies to support Darwin's theory of continuous varia

tion in what they probably considered to be Darwin's weakest argument. Their 

studies suggested that quantitative traits within populations generally fell into bell-

shaped, or normal, probability curves. The samples that the Galtonist, as they 

were called, based their statistical analysis' on were various collections by other 

evolutionary enthusiasts. A specimen was generally entered into a collection be

cause it exhibited certain "perfect" characteristics. This violated the randomness 

of the samples studies. 

This was a point that William Bateson tried to emphasize to the Galtonist. 

Bateson, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree from St. John's College at 

Cambridge, was initially interested in the study of embryology. A subject popu

larized by Darwin's work. On the advice of W.F.R. Weldon, Bateson went to work 

with W.K. Brooks from Johns Hopkins University at the Chesapeake Bay Zoology 

Station. Bateson was asked to help classify a marine invertebrate, Balanglossus. 



Brooks was not a complete convert to Darwin's ideas, especially those concerning 

variations. This influence coupled with the fact that Bateson's own studies in vari

ation conflicted with those supported by the Galtonist, led to a series of papers 

beginning with Problems of Heredity and Their Solution [5] (1900) and Heredity, 

Differentiation, and Other Conceptions of Biology: a Consideration of Professor 

Karl Pearson's Paper 'on the Principle of Homotyposis.' [5] (1901). 

Weldon was becoming increasingly critical of Bateson's attack on Galton's the

ory of ancestral inheritance. In effect, Bateson had posed an important question to 

the biometric society. Which approach, Mendelism or Galtonism, best described 

the study of heredity? Weldon responded with an attack on Bateson through the 

pages of Biometrika, the journal started by the biometric society at Cambridge. 

Bateson responded with a book titled, A Defense of Mendel's Principles of 

Heredity [5]. The book's sole purpose was to incite the interest of students of 

heredity to actively pursue the lines of thought that Mendel was following. The 

book contains an English translation of Mendel's paper, Bateson's address to the 

Horticultural Society and an edited account of Bateson's own experiments that 

were reported earlier to the Evolution Committee of the Royal Society. 

I trust that what I have written has convinced the reader that we are, 
as we said in opening, at last beginning to move. Professor Weldon 
declares that he has 'no wish to belittle the importance of Mendel's 
achievement'; he desires 'simply to call attention to a series of facts 
which seem to him to suggest fruitful lines of inquiry'. In this purpose 
I venture to assist him, for I am disposed to think that unaided he 
is - to borrow Horace Wapole's phrase-about as likely to light a fire 
with a wet dish-cloth as to kindle interest in Mendel's discoveries by 
his tempered appreciation. If I have helped a little in this cause my 
time has not been wasted. [5] 

There were flaws in Bateson's argument that R.A. Fisher pointed out in 1936, 
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concerning unfounded allegations on Mendel's attitude towards Darwin, these were: 

(1) the belief that Darwin's influence was responsible for the neglect of MendeFs 

work, and all experimentation with similar aims and (2) the behef that Mendel 

was hostile to Darwin's theories and fancied that his work controverted them [7]. 

As Fisher proceeds to point out, Bateson seems to forget that Mendel would 

have had to start his experiments no later that 1857. Also Darwin's ideas were first 

really introduced in 1858 with papers in communication with the Linnean Society. 

It is quite possible that Mendel was not even aware of Darwin's existence prior to 

his experiments. 

The most tragic of Bateson's errors was contained in a report he made to the 

Evolution Committee in 1902. His error was the unnecessary introduction of the 

term unit-characters. 

By crossing two forms exhibiting antagonistic characters cross-breds 
were produced. The generative cells of these cross-breds were shown to 
be of two kinds, each being pure in respect of one of the parental charac
ters. The purity of the germ-cells, and their inability to transmit both 
of the antagonistic characters, is the central fact proved by Mendel's 
work. We thus reach the conception of unit-characters existing in an
tagonistic pairs. Such characters we propose to call allelomorphs, and 
the zygote formed by the union of gametes having similar allelomorphs, 
may be spoken as a homozygote. [5] 

The term allelomorphs has since been shortened to allele and his terms homozy

gote and heterozygote are still in use today. The error contained in the paragraph 

that was exploited by Weldon and caused confusion for students of genetics for the 

next 15 years was the term unit-character. Bateson in effect merged two separate 

ideas from Mendel's theory. Mendel believed that there was a "differentiating char

acter" and a "formative element" that represented, the differentiating character in 

the germ-cell. So by using the unit-character Bateson unintentionally confused the 



reader by implying that the unit-character was inherited when Mendel intended 

there to be a separate "formative element" to be passed to the new cell. 

Going beyond Bateson's blunders he did emphasize and strongly support the 

idea that Mendel's theory offered ". . . this perfectly simple principle, is known 

as the law of 'segregation' or the law of the 'purity of the germ-cell' "[5]. This is 

Bateson's most valuable contribution to genetics. He redirected his colleagues to 

Mendelism over Galtonism as the correct approach for proving different forms of 

variation. 



CHAPTER HI 

THE BEGINNINGS OF LINKAGE ANALYSIS : THE CHROMOSOME MAPS 

3.1 The Beginnings of Chromosome Theory 

At Columbia University, T.H. Morgan and his students proposed that 

. . . a factor, as I conceive it, is some minute particle of a chromosome 
whose presence in cell influences the physiological processes that go 
on in the cell. Such a factor is supposed to be one element only in 
producing characters of the body. All the rest of the cell or much of 
it (including the inherited cytoplasm) may take part in producing the 
characters. So far as such things as unit characters exist I look upon 
them merely as the most conspicuous result of the activity of some part 
of the chromosome. A single factor may affect all parts of the body 
visibly, or a factor may preponderantly influence only a limited section 
of the body. As a matter of fact, if we look carefully, we can generally 
find far-reaching effects of single factors. [5] 

Most of these hypothesis' on "chromosome theory" came from Morgan's work 

on Drosophila melanogaster or the fruit fly. In his paper, written for Science in 

June of 1910, Sex Limited Inheritance in Drosophila [24], he described how in a 

series of experiments on the fruit fly he noticed that there was an appearance of 

a male with white eyes. When crossed with the male's red-eyed sisters the Fi 

generation produced [24]: 

2,459 red-eyed females, 

1,011 red-eyed males, 

782 white-eyed males. 

Note that no white-eyed females appeared. In the next generation, F2 [24]: 

129 red-eyed females, 

132 red-eyed males, 
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88 white-eyed females, 

86 white-eyed males. 

Morgan assumed that in the Fi generation the red and female characteristic travel 

to the next generation together. There were four verifications of this: 

1. A cross between a white-eyed male and a white-eyed female produced all 

white-eyed offspring. 

2. A cross between a heterozygous female and white-eyed males produced equal 

numbers of white-eyed females, white-eyed males, red-eyed females and red 

eyed males. A cross between homozygous red-eyed females and white-eyed 

males produced heterozygous red-eyed females and red-eyed males. 

3. The heterozygous females from the first generation gave equal numbers of 

white-eyed females, red-eyed females, white-eyed males and red-eyed males. 

4. Red-eyed males crossed with white-eyed females produced female offspring 

with red eyes and male offspring with only white eyes. 

Since there was a pattern showing discrimination of the white-eyed characteristic 

for male fruit flies Morgan suggested that ". . . selective fertiHzation . . ." [24] 

was occuring. Morgan eventually began calling this phenomena " . . . chromosome 

hypothesis of linkage . . ." [24] and wrote a paper a year later popularizing the 

idea. Morgan stated in this 1911 paper that ". . . instead of random segregation 

in Mendel's sense we find 'associations of factors' that are located near together 

in the chromosomes. Cytology furnishes the mechanism that the experimental 

evidence demands" [23]. 
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This mechanism that Morgan refers to can be best represented by an illustration 

(see Figure 3.1) he developed in 1915 [5]. 

^.^.x 

Kl^\ 

Figure 3.1: Illustration of Morgan's Theory of Crossing Over 

3.2 Genetic distance and Linear Arrangement 

At this point, Morgan's chromosome theory was quickly becoming the center 

intense consideration. Given the documented behavior of the cell there seemed to 

exist the beginnings of significant physical evidence proving that the actions of the 

chromosomes did affect the transfer of genetic information. There was a need for 

additional proof of a direct relationship between the chromosome and linkage. 

A.H. Sturtevant, a student of Morgan's at Columbia University, wrote a paper 

in 1913 that concerned the prediction of cross overs. 

It would seem, if this hypothesis be correct, that the proportion of 
'cross-overs' could be used as an index of the distance between any 
two factors. Then by determining the distances (in the above sense) 
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between A and B and between B and C, one should be able to predict 
AC. [29] 

It should be noted that Sturtevant also expected these proportions to be interpreted 

as ". . . limiting values . . . " [29] 

Sturtevant used fruit fiy experiments as examples in his paper to discuss his 

method. Let M be the type of wing either long(M) or rudimentary(?7i) and P be 

the color of the eye either red(P) or vermiUon(p). If a long wing vermihon-eyed 

female [MpX MpX) were crossed with a rudimentary red male (mPX), then the 

first generation would consist of long red females {MpX mPX) and long vermilion 

{MpX) males. The gametes would be eggs of the type MPX, mPX, MpX or 

mpX. The sperm would be of the type MpX. The following is the outcome of the 

F2 generation: 

Table 3.1: Observed Number in F-y Generation 

Expressed Traits 

Long red females 

Long vermilion females 

Long red males 

Rudimentary red males 

Long vermilion males 

Rudimentary vermilion males 

Genotypes 

MPX MpX, mPXMpX 

MpX MpX, mpXMpX 

MPX 

mPX 

MpX 

mpX 

Observed Number 

451 

417 

105 

33 

316 

4 

The cross-overs in the F2 gametes are not compHcated. The cases where P and 

M show evidence of cross-overs occur in 109 cases out of 405. The ratio 109 to 

405, 26.9 out of one hundred is considered to be the "distance" between P and M. 
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Figure 3.2 shows Sturtevant's first genetic maps from his 1913 paper and changes 

he made to the map in 1915 [5]. 

0 
B C P R M 

-hH 1 { 1-
0.0 1.0 30.7 33.7 576 

y w V m r 
~4-H \ 1 h -
0.0 1.5 33.0 36.1 54.5 

v̂ ch 

y *̂  K Ab bi cb sh F t v m 1^ s F r i B iu 1̂  
H—HH—I—I !—t !—i !—I \—!—H \—\—I—I h-
0.0 0.7 LO 3.0 6.0 R7 18.0 26.5 27.3 330 36.2 41.7 43.0 483 55.156.5 57.0598 65.5 

Figure 3.2: The First Genetic Maps 

This was the first time the idea of a linear map appeared. Edgar Altenburg used 

this method of percentages in 1916 to discuss linkage in a plant named Primula 

Sinensis [1]. Five pairs of linked factors were already known to occur in this 

plant. In his paper, he presented an argument that was occurring on this subject. 

"Investigators in this field have found themselves divided into two camps, -those 

who adhere to the original reduplication hypothesis of Bateson, and those who find 

in the chromosomes and their behavior the basis of all Mendelian heredity" [1]. 

At the time, Bateson was not convinced that the action of the chromosomes 

accounted for linkage. Sturtevant explained that the " . . . chief advantage of the 

chromosome hypothesis of linkage which has been proposed by Morgan (in 1911 
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[23]), and which I have followed elsewhere, seems to me to be its simplicity. In 

addition it appeals to a known mechanism . . ." [30]. When Muller discovered 

that " . . . the mutant bent wings segregated independently of the factors on the 

A', second and third, chromosomes . . ." [5], he ended the ambiguity of the action 

of the chromosome in linkage by drawing a direct line to what he found and ". . . 

known cytological facts in Drosophila" [5]. It was not until 1921, seven years after 

this that Bateson conceded that, ". . . as a candid man, I don't see how any other 

view can now be maintained . . ." [5]. 

3.3 Accuracy of Genetic Distance 

It was now generally accepted that genetic distance could be estimated by the 

proportion of couplings in the next generation. Accuracy of the estimate was the 

next topic of concern. J.B.S. Haldane suggested that when distance between two 

loci is small than the method is fairly accurate, but for larger distances the method 

can prove to be less reliable [17]. 

In Haldane's 1918 paper. The Combination of Linkage Values, and the Calcu

lation of Distances Between The Loci of Linked Factors [17], he cites a case when 

there exists three factors. A, B and C that lie in that order on a chromosome. 

Haldane made the assumption that the chromosomes are fiexible and that any 

crossing between A and B would not affect any crossing that would occur in B 

and C. The three types of cross-overs are illustrated in Figure 3.3. The following 

gametes should be formed [17] (assume cross-over value m for loci ,4 and B, and 

n for loci B and C): 



Table 3.2: Cross-overs at loci A, B, and C 

Loci 

No cross-over 

cross-over between A and B 

cross-over between B and C 

cross-over between A and B 

and of B and C 

Outcome of Crossover 

ABC and abc 

aBC and Abc 

ABc and abC 

AbC and aBc 

Cross-over value 

( l - m ) ( l - 7 i ) 

m(l — n) 

(1 — 7n)n 

mn 

14 

The product mn calculates the number of double cross-overs that occur. The 

single cross-over value for loci A and C is equal to the total number of single 

cross-overs 

m{l — n) + {1 — m)n = m + n — 2mn. 

Haldane goes on to say that if the chromosomes were rigid and not flexible or 

say that the chromosome could not " . . . form loops shorter than some definite 

length" [17], then only single crosses would occur. Then the total number of crosses 

would be 

m-\- n — 2mn -I- mn or m + n — mn. 

Haldane concluded that when the linkage values, m and n, were small then 

the cross-over values for A and C would be m + n, m + n - 2mn when the sum is 

large and m-\-n — mn for intermediate values. He proceeded to generalize to the 

formula m-\-n - pmn, where p can exist between 0 and 2. The value p equals 1 

when m + n ^ 0.5. 

The following is Haldane's method for the distance between loci: 
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1. Let X = the distance between loci of two factors. 

2. Let y = their cross-over values. 

3. Let y be chosen so that when y is sufficiently small x = y 

The unit of distance is then 100 times a Morgan unit, eventually called the 

centimorgan. Note this value is not a percentage. 

A 

B 

C 

a 

b 

c 

A 

B 

C 

a 

b 

c 

A 

B 

C 

a 

b 

c 

Figure 3.3: Illustration of Cross-overs at Loci A,B, and C 
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4. Let y = f{x) be an undetermined function. 

5. Let h be any increment of x then f{x + h) = f{x) + f{h) - pf{x)f{h). 

This equation can now be written as /(^+^^/(^) = m-pn^)m and as h 

approaches 0, ^ approaches 1. 

6. 

dl ^ ^^f{x + h)-f{x) ^3^^ 
dx n^O h 

= u^/W-^/(-) /W (3.2) 

= l - p / ( : r ) (3.3) 

= 1-^2/. (3.4) 

In the above derivation, p has the value assumed when m = y and n = 0. 

7. Integrating this function 

rr — fy ^^ 
•^ — Jo i-pt 

and if p were constant then 

x = =y ln(l - py), or that ?/ = ^^^. 

8. Because p is between 0 and 2 then the values of x are between y and ^ ln(l — 

2?/). The values of y must be between x and ^^|—. 

9. If the length of a chromosome were to be divided into Â  small but equal 

portions, then the chance of a cross-over in any one of the portions would 

t)e ^ . As Haldane suggests the chance of cross-over in t of these segments 

cannot exceed: 
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iV! (^\t(-\ _ x_\N-t 

10. As Â  -^ oo the probability of exactly t cross-overs in a segment of length x 

is: 

ct = t\ 

11. Since y is the sum of a odd cross-over values then: 

y = c i-fC3 + C5 + ... (3.5) 

= '̂ "In + i + i+•••) ^'-'^ 
= e"^sinha; (3.7) 

1 - e-2^ 
= ^ . (3.8) 

(3.9) 

In 1922, R.A Fisher [13] used the cross-over observations of the sex chromosome 

of the Drosophila willisoniiiom. Lancefield and Metz [21] to explain a theory he had 

for location of genes on the chromosome map. Fisher acknowledged that within 

a small range double crossing over was being ignored by most investigators. He 

worried that information was being excluded from the studies. Fisher noted that 

". . . we shall have to consider not three genes only, but a large number, lying 

sufficiently close together for double crossing over to be ignored, the percentage 

observed between each pair of which gives indirect information as to the position 

of all the others" [13]. Fisher advocated paying closer attention: 
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(i) to the greater accuracy of the values obtained from the larger number of 

observations, and 

(ii) to the greater accuracy of values obtained from closer pairs [13]. 

The main idea in Fisher's 1922 paper was that using the maximum hkelihood 

method would give a more accurate estimate of the linkage occurring. The data 

from Lancefield and Metz is contained in Table 3.3: 

Table 3.3: Sex Chromosome of Drosophila willistoni 

Scute to Beaded 

Beaded to Rough 

Scute to Rough 

Cross-over 

Percentage 

1.43 

2.42 

7.09 

Number of 

Observations 

279 

455 

6388 

Number of 

Cross-overs 

4 

11 

453 

Using this as an example, Fisher assigned pi and p2 as the cross-over ratios 

and said that the actual series of observations had a probability that could be 

expressed as: 

pi{l-pl?'V2'{i-P2r'(pi +P2Y'H^-Pl -P2) 5935 

Fisher then went on to note that any given pair of cross-over ratios pi and p2 will be 

proportional to the above quantity. Taking this into consideration and finding the 

maximum likelihood (taking the derivative of the natural log of the above equation 

with respect to each parameter and setting equal to zero) we get the following two 

normal equations: 
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275 I 453 5935 I 4ac> ab»c>& n 

Pi 1 -P l P1+P2 1 - P 1 - P 2 

J53 5935 _i_ i i _ 444 _ Q 
P1+P2 1 - P 1 - P 2 P2 1-P2 

The next assumption Fisher makes is to approximate p with ^ . Here x 

represents the distance between loci and y is the cross-over value. If n equals the 

total number of segments, then - ^ = - . Then the following must hold: 

X 

P 1-P 
0-{^ + ^){p-f^)+...^-f^p+"i. 

3 2 

Approximates can be found for our initial data by calculating — and — and then 

by constructing the following approximate normal linear equations: 

anPi + ai2P2 + • • • = ^i 

auPi +a22P2 + • • • = b2. 

Note that an is the sum for all the terms involving pi, 6i is the sum of the quantities 

— and other terms for which pi is involved and a^ is the sum of the quantities for 

which only p2 is involved. 

Fisher makes a special note at the end of the paper stating that although for 

genes that are far apart this method improves the ratio, the same cross-over could 

appear more than once in different entries. So he states that "• • • the data are no 

longer the product of independent experiments and must be re-summarized before 

reduction" [13]. 

3.4 Comparisons of Detection Methods 

Crossing a double heterozygote with a double recessive gives a direct measure 

for proportion in each class. Finding an estimate of the proportions by crossing two 
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heterozygotes saves time and labor. This was the topic of interest for Fisher and 

Balmukand in 1928 [12]. Four types of gametes are produced from a heterozygote 

AaBb, AB,ab,Ab and aB. If no linkage occurred then they would be produced in 

equal amounts. But if linkage occurs then Ab and aB would occur at a different 

frequency then AB and ab. Fisher and Balmukand discussed and reviewed five 

methods for estimation of linkage. In place of actual observed frequencies the 

authors gave a theoretical ratio 2-\- x : 1 — x : I — x : x. The observed frequencies 

are a,b,c and d with a total of n offspring. 

The first method is called the additive method. This is done by adding the 

first and fourth classes and equating it to its expected value. 

a + d= ^{2-\-2x). 

The equation can be rewritten: 

nx = a — b — c-hd. 

The second method to calculate x is called the weighted mean method. Here 

X is calculated by using some linear function of the frequencies. Fisher used the 

expression a — 3b — 3c-\- 9d, taken from the familiar geometric ratio for crosses of 

unlinked hybrids 1 : 3 : 3 : 9 , and an expected value of n(4x — 1). When these two 

are equated the equation for x is: 

4nx = 2a-2b-2c+ lOd. 

The third method is called the product method. The x value is calculated by 

multiplying the first and fourth classes and dividing them by the product of the 

second and third classes. So the equation for x is: 
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x{2+x) _ ad 
( l - x ) 2 6c ' 

where a,h,c and d would be the known number of offspring in each class. The 

random sampling variance of x by this method is: 

2x( l -x) (2+x) 
n{l+2x) 

It is important to note that the random sampling variance of the next two 

methods are the same. The fourth method is the method of maximum likelihood. 

Given the above information the following log-likelihood equation is given: 

alog(2 -\- x) + 61og(l — x) + clog(l — x) -\- dlogx. 

The above equation is a maximum if: 

g A_ §L 6+c 
2+x x 1—x' 

This leads to the quadratic expression: 

nx'^ -{a-2b-2c- d)x -2d = 0. 

The fifth and final method Fisher and Balmukand discussed is called the method 

of minimum x^, giving the next equation: 

^ n\2+x ^ 1-x ^ 1-x ^ X J n. 

Fisher and Balmukand end by saying that maximum likelihood method is the most 

convenient to use and a more efficient use of the information. 



CHAPTER IV 

LINKAGE IN HUMAN GENETICS 

4.1 The First Studies: Wiener and Bernstein 

Until this point most of the linkage experiments were done using plants and 

animals with frequent generations. The reason for this was obvious. Evaluation of 

linkage becomes more accurate when the subjects can be crossed frequently and in 

controlled environments. This is not to say that the scientist working on linkage 

at this time did not see patterns in humans genetics but the need for a controlled 

scientific study in humans had limitations. The irony is that the most notable 

patterns for suspected linkage were sex discriminant diseases such as haemophilia, 

red-green color-blindness and night blindness, much like Morgan's initial papers in 

linkage detection. 

In 1928 Landsteiner and Levine (1928) [19] identified two agglutinogens gener

ally denoted as M and N. The interesting point, to geneticists at the time, was the 

additional discovery that M and N behaved with Mendelian characteristics with 

respect to the known agglutinogens A and B (blood types). These gave the link

age analysist an extremely broad and virtually complete set of data to work with. 

Bernstein in 1931 gave a method that proved the assumption of independence of 

M and N from A and B. Alexander S. Wiener, working out of the Jewish Hospital 

in Brooklyn New York, was also able to devise a method for measuring linkage in 

humans. 

J.B.S. Haldane wrote a paper in 1934 for The American Naturalist titled The 

Relative Efficiency of Two Methods of Measuring Human Linkage. [19] The two 

22 
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methods belonged to Bernstein (1931) [3] and Wiener (1932). Both authors devel

oped a method for detecting Hnkage in humans using only two generations. 

Bernstein's notation begins by letting c be the recombination value of two 

particular genes, and letting x = c - c^. The value s will denote the size of 

a family and n will be the number of famihes investigated. The cross will be 

between a heterozygote AaBb and a homozygous recessive aabb. So the expected 

proportion of each will be either: 

(1 — c)AaBb : cAabb : caaBb : (1 — c)aabb 

or 

cAaBb : (1 — c)Aabb : (1 — c)aaBb : caabb. 

Bernstein's approach was to take y = [AaBb + aabb][Aabb + aaBb], that is 

adding the number of individuals in AaBb and aabb and multiplying them by the 

sum of Aabb and aaBb. The mean value of y is given by: 

y = s{s- l)x, 

with a standard deviation of: 

(77/2 ^ ^(^ _ i)2:[(5 - 1) -F (6 - 4s)x]. 

For all n families the value of x: 

and the variance is given by: 

x\s-l+(6-4s)x] 
n{s'^—s) 

In Wiener's [32] method he takes the same crosses, but takes the smaller of the 
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two sums, [AaBb-\-aabb] or [Aabb+aaBb], and assigns this sum the notation V. He 

then explains in his 1932 paper that the " . . . desired result was accompHshed by 

converting the percentage expectancies {Q) into the corresponding absolute values 

{V) for each sized family, and then obtaining the total absolute expectancies for 

V for the various cross-over values" [32]. Let q be the cross-over frequency and p 

be the true linkage intensity, where p-\-q = 1. The probability that the children of 

these crosses will be of finked types (/x) and the probability that the children will 

be cross-overs {u) given a total of s children is the following binomial distribution: 

S\ rnUn^ 
W^,. = ^P"^^ 

SO 

<5 = S f ^ ( p ^ 9 ' ^ + ; > V ) -

Note that the above equation requires that n < ly. The percentage expectancies 

Q in turn can be reduced to: 

Q=pq + {pqf + 2{pqf + ^{pqf + U{pqf -K A2{pqf ^ I32{pqy + ^2<^{pqf + . . . 

where when s is even then the total number of terms is | 5 and when s is odd the 

number of terms is equal to | ( s — 1). It may be easier to see that the expansion is 

of c in terms of x. (recall : x = c — c^) 

Q = X + x'^ + 2x^ + ^x^ + Ux^ + . . . 

also the standard deviation is 

2 Q-Q^-}^ 
ax = — ^ 

^ 
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Haldane ends by saying that when s > 3 members then Wiener's method is less 

efficient than Bernstein's but not by a significant amount. He proves this by 

measuring when linkage is sUght, x = \- He uses this value and the assigned 

family values for calculations in Table 4.1 [19]. The values seen in the table are 

Table 4.1: The Relative Efficiency of Wiener's Method 

Family size 

Rel. eff. 

2 

100 

3 

100 

4 

85.7 

5 

94.7 

6 

85.1 

7 

93.1 

8 

85.0 

9 

91.2 

10 

85.3 

11 

91.4 

oo 

100 

found by taking the quotient of Q and ^ 

4.2 Autosomal Linkage 

Haldane's interest in human linkage expanded to autosomal linkage. Later in 

1934, he wrote a paper titled Method for the detection of Autosomal Linkage in Man 

[16]. In this paper, Haldane was concerned with the detection of Hnkage between 

autosomal genes, rather that the genes on the sex chromosomes. He addressed the 

problem of incomplete sex linkage later in other papers. It is also important to 

note that he was not concerned about estimating the amount of autosomal linkage, 

just its detection. 

He starts with the typical pairs of aUelomorphic genes. Denoted, A,a,B and b, 

where A and B are dominant over a and b. There is also a consideration of three 

allelomorphs of B, B^, B'^ and b. The following is a summary of the notation used 

in the rest of the paper. 

1. X is the recombination value of two genes expressed as a fraction, not a 

percentage. If no Hnkage occurs then x = \-
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2. x' is the recombination value in the other sex, where both parents are doubly 

heterozygous. 

3. c and c' are estimated values of x and x'-

4. ^ = X - X̂  and {' = x' - {x'Y- x and x' are the estimates of ^ and ^'. 

5. s and s' represent the number of members of a family and n is the number 

of families of size s in a given sample. 

6. y will be the product of the numbers of members of two genetical classes in 

a family. 

7. E{y) is the mathematical expectation of y, or mean of the frequency distri

bution of y from families of a given size and recombination value. 

8. E{y^) is the expectation of y"^ in such families. 

9. V{y) will denote the variance of y. Eo{y), Vo{y) and -E'o(y )̂ are values when 

no linkage occurs, in other words when ( = \-

10. ^ is the mean value of y in the families observed. 

11. /o will denote the amount of information concerning ^ for each family of a 

given size. It can be found by taking: 

r _ X - ^ de -> 
^0 ~ Vo Vo{y) 
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<t>{s,0 = x' + ii-xY (4-1) 

= 2 - ' ( ( H - y ' l - 4 f ) » ) (4.2) 

It will be shown that ten distinct cases arise when only two gene pairs are 

concerned. Consider the following case when the genes in one locus in a given 

family segregate to form a series of three allelomorphs (in this case the B's so B^, 

B^ or b) there is an additional 14 cases formed. Haldane proceeded to divide the 

twenty-four cases into five groups. When the make up of the genotype is known 

it will be explicitly expressed, if unknown the dominant allele will be bolded. For 

example AB^ could be AAB^B\ AaB^B\ AAB^b or AaB^b. 

The first group consists of crosses where AA and BB are either distinguishable 

from Aa and Bb or do not to occur in the population. In practical cases this could 

occur when the genes are very rare or because they are not dominant. 

(a) AaBb x aabb 

(b) AaBb x Aabb 

(c) AaBb X AaBb 

Group number two contained the crosses for which AA is distinguishable from 

Aa or does not occur, but the difference between BB and Bb cannot be distin

guished. 

(a) AaB x aabb 

(b) AaB X Aabb 

(c) AaB X aaB 

(d) AaB X AaB 
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In group three, the cases where A A and BB are indistinguishable from Aa and 

Bb, respectively. 

(a) AB X aabb 

(b) AB X Ab 

(c) Ab X AB 

Since there is no way to distinguish AA from Aa or BB from Bb the only 

case that will prove that both parents are doubly heterozygous is a case where 

the family contains an aabb member or Abb or a aaB member. Subsequently, the 

group is simplified by excluding any families without aa or bb. If aa or bb is a 

semilethal gene then there would be a shortage of families containing aa or bb, 

therefore decreasing the number of individuals available in this group. 

Group four contains crosses for which AA is distinguishable from Aa or not 

found in the population. In addition three allelomorphs are segregating at the B 

locus. 

a) AaB^B^ x aaB^ 

b) AaB^B'^ X aabb 

c) AaB^ X aaB^B^ 

d) AaB^ X aaB^ 

e) AaB^B^ x ^aB^ 

f) AaB^B^ X Aabb 

g) ^laB^ X AaB^ 

In Group five A A is not distinguishable from Aa, three allelomorphs are segre

gating in the B locus, 

(a) AB^B^ X aaB^ 
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(b) AB^B^ X aabb 

(c) AB^ X aaB^B^ 

(d) A b i X aab2 

(e) AB^B'' X AB2 

(f) AB^B^ X Abb 

(g) A B i X AB2 

In group five all families not containing at least one aa member must be ex

cluded, because it is not know for sure whether A parents were heterozygous for 

a. 

The types of linkage examined include: 

- the linkage between the genes which are known to be segregating in a large 

proportion of families. 

- Cases where one gene is a rare dominant. It can be assumed that these 

individuals are heterozygous for this gene and matings of two affected people will 

be extremely rare. 

- Where one gene is a rare recessive. 

"In order to detect linkage we must see whether the values of y deviate sig

nificantly from their expectations Eo{y) in the absence of linkage" [16]. This was 

the main thrust of Haldane's argument for detection of linkage. When x is only 

slightly less than | we chose the method that gives us the most IQ about ^. 

The methods are first discovered when Ay = EQ{y) — Ei{y). The determination 

of the efficiency of this method is evaluated by the amount of variance, ^^K-

One of Haldane's important contributions with this paper was his method for 

the determination of the probabiHty of linkage occurring in each cross. He states 
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his ideas in the form of an example. 

Begin by supposing that the estimate of ^ turned out to be x and adding up 

all the values obtained by JQ gave I. Say that the chance that \ - x would exceed 

two standard deviations, 2a = 2(7)^ was about 0.022, for a case where no linkage 

occurred. Haldane goes on to say that the probability of linkage occurring would 

not exceed ^ . Letting p be this probability then the amount of deviation, 2a, that 

is a result of linkage should only be about: 

p — p 
p+0.044(l-p) ~ p+0.044' 

This value, given the assumption about p (0 < p < 2), should be between | and | . 

According to Haldane, these percentages do not warrant any major consideration. 

However at 3a the probability of linkage jumps to ^̂ ^̂ ĝ  which exceed 0.97. This 

is a significant deviation from the expected amount of linkage. 

More information from human genetic studies is helpful for improving esti

mates. Although in his paper, Haldane formulates the cases listed above and the 

associated methods for linkage detection for knowledge of two generations, he con

sidered the effect of an additional generation. The additional information found 

using the grandparents did not yield a significant increase in the amount of in

formation (/) obtained. The only significant increase in information came if the 

recombination value, x, was already less than 0.29 when p=\. 

Haldane did extend Bernstein's method to a new group of cases, particularly 

in tests dealing with the case of three allelomorphs. He also raised the efficiency 

in some of the crosses, especially crosses of double heterozygotes. Haldane was 

excited about the prospects of detection and estimation of rare dominance and 

rare recessiveness particularly their usefulness to medical genetics. 
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4.3 Simultaneous Estimation 

Fisher's response to Haldane's paper was positive. "The paper by Haldane . . 

. breaks new ground in applying the principles of statistical estimation compre

hensively to the problems which arise in the detection and measurement of genetic 

linkage in man" [9]. In his own paper he considered two major questions. How 

much information can be retrieved from the case where the proportion of doubly 

heterozygous parents in the sample are equal or additional famiHes are not distin

guished? Also, how much information is extracted using the product method of 

estimation? 

Consider the cross between a parent that is doubly heterozygous and a parent 

that is doubly homozygous. The proportion of children from this cross that are 

heterozygous should have a recombination factor of x, and (1 — x) if this is not 

the case. The probability of r heterozygotes occurring in s families is: 

If a proportion of A : //, the ratio of the two types of heterozygotes in the popula

tion, X -\- fi = 1, the expected proportion of families with r children heterozygous 

for one factor but not the other is: 

Note that if no linkage occurs, X = I t^en: 

and there is no need for the ratio. 

To answer the question of how much information can be expected about any 
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parameter x given a frequency of m in any class, Fisher used the following infor

mation, 

I = S(^^^). 
\m dx J 

Fisher's paper also agrees with Haldane on the efficiency of the product method 

when used to extract information about the product of the numbers in the two 

complementary classes: 

s{s - 1) gives ^{s - 1) - (4s - 6)^. 

Fisher in effect validated Haldane's method by showing that the methods were 

efficient, in terms of the amount of information elicited, for very close linkage. 

4.4 Detection of Abnormalities 

The relevance of this work to medical genetics, especially the detection of ab

normalities was brought to attention by Haldane in his Methods for the Detection of 

Autosomal Linkage in Man [19]. This was evident in his concern for the detection 

of semilethal genes, such as group three in the previous section. 

In 1935, Fisher wrote two papers on the detection of recessive and dominant 

abnormalities, basically using the methods developed by Haldane in 1934. The 

first of the two papers. The Detection of Linkage with 'Dominant' Abnormalities 

[10], dealt with the scenario of a heterozygote that is indistinguishable from the 

homozygotes of two characteristics. Fisher explains that homozygotes could only 

be produced by: 

(1) the mating of two individuals having the same abnormality, or 

(2) by mutation of an abnormal individual [10]. 
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Because of the exclusion of some pedigrees from the sample, stemming from 

the lack of ability to distinguish between heterozygous and homozygous dominant, 

Fisher warns of ". . . some danger, if the attempt were made to utiHze numerous 

smaU pedigrees, that the results would be biased from this cause" [10]. 

An abnormal individual having more than one offspring would be a suitable 

candidate for the study. Of this group, detectable homozygous recessive and ho

mozygous dominant participants would be excluded. Homozygous dominance is 

detected by the outcome of the offspring. If no homozygous recessive children ex

ist in the cross between two parents that exhibit dominant traits, then one parent 

from the cross must be homozygous dominant. 

U,i 

tili 

T 
T,i 

^ < 

Ti T\i 

^ ? 

' ^ T\^ 

Figure 4.1: Two Types of Rejected Crosses 

Figure 4.1 show examples of crosses that would be eliminated from the analysis 

[10]. 

The number of AT individuals will be assigned the number a. And At = b, 

aT — c and at = d for a total of s individuals. Here A and a represent abnormal 

and normal individuals and T and t stand for heterozygotes and homozygotes for 

the test factor. Bernstein's statistic will be used and be called the score for each 

family in the record 

y = {a-^d){b + c). 
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Let u = {a - b - c -{- dy - {a + b + c -{' d), then given the above equation, 

u -\- 4y = s{s — 1). When no Hnkage occurs the mean value of u will be zero. 

^o(^) = 0 

Eo{y) = \s{s-l). 

If linkage occurs then, 

E{u) = s{s-l){l-40 

Eo{y) = s{s - 1)^. 

From Haldane's paper the sampling variance are such that, 

Vo{u) = 2s{s - 1) 

Vo{y) = ls{s-l). 

Let S be the sum of all the families recorded and let x be the estimate of ^, 

then the following equivalent equations are used for estimation, 

-1 A 5 ( u ) 
••• ~ ^ ^ ~~ 5 s ( s - l ) 

5s (s - l ) -

The combined estimate of the sampling variance, again using Haldane's method, 

^o(a^) = 8Ss{s-l)-

So then the amount of information recovered is: 

8 5 s ( s - l ) . 

For a single back-cross, when there is no dominant allele in the test factor the 
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same y is used but the statistic u wiH change given that in the absence of linkage 

the expectation of a, b, c, and d are in the ratio of 3:1:3:1. This is different from 

the first case where a, b, c, and d were expected to occur in the same frequency. 

So accordingly: 

u = {a-3b-c^ 3dY - {a-^9b +c + 9d). 

In Fisher's next paper. The Detection of Linkage With Recessive Abnormalities 

[11], he found that the methods he used in the previous paper could be used 

efficiently for abnormal recessive detection. The crosses that should produce a 

recessive detection would be (a) TtxTt, (b) Tt x tt and (c) tt x tt. The last cross 

would produce no information about linkage, so the first two are the crosses of 

importance. The following frequencies are assigned to each class, TA = a, tA = b, 

Ta = c and ta = d, totaling s. 

Using the functions defined in Fisher's previous paper, when the ratio of the 

above genotypes is 1:1:1:1, u is: 

Un = {a — b - c-\- dY — {a-\-b + c-\- d). 

When one of the parents is heterozygous, the ratio expected is 3:1:3:1 then the 

u in this case is: 

u^^ = {a-3b-c-\- 3df -{a + %-\-c + 9d). 

Fisher proposed that if both parents are heterozygous the expected ratio would 

be 9:3:3:1. So u: 

U33 = (a - 36 - 3c + ddf - (a -f 96 + 9c -h 81d). 
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4.5 Incomplete Sex-Linkage 

"If a gene is located in that chromosomal segment which is present in both the 

X and the Y chromosomes it is said to be incompletely sex Hnked" [27]. Consider 

the case when a dominant O gene is found on the X chromosome of the male. The 

corresponding or homologous segment on the Y gene is recessive o. If the male is 

mated with a homozygous female, then there are four types of offspring. This is 

best explained by Figure 4.2 [15]: 

o- - - -0 
X O 

Oo • +0 0-- -oo- -fO 

noncrossovers recombinations 

o- ' o 
X o +0 

o- - . -oo- • fO o- • Oo - +0 

noncrossovers recombinations 

Figure 4.2: Inheritance of an Incompletely Sex-linked Gene 

Haldane was investigating this case in his 1936 paper, A Search For Incomplete 

Sex-Linkage in Man [15]. He assigned A as the dominant allele and a as the 

recessive. The segments of the X and Y chromosomes are denoted by x and y. As 

always x denoted the frequency of crossing-over between the differential segments 

on the locus A from the male. The frequencies are shown in the following chart 

[15]: 
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Table 4.2: Expected Proportion of Offspring : Affected and Normal 

Parents 

ax.ax{f) X ax.Ay{m) 

ax.ax{f) X Ax.ay{m) 

Affected 

male 

1 - X 

X 

female 

X 

1 - X 

Normal 

male 

X 

1 - X 

female 

1 - X 

X 

The families were selected because they each contained at least one affected indi

vidual. Consider the case where it was not known whether or not the father was 

xAya or xayA. The following chart expresses the expected frequencies [15]: 

Table 4.3: Expected Proportion of Offspring : Male and Female 

Parents 

ax.ax{f) X ax.Ay{m) 

ax.ax{f) X Ax.ay{m) 

male 

normal 

1 + X 

2 - X 

affected 

1 - X 

X 

female 

normal 

2 - X 

1 + X 

affected 

X 

1 - X 

Haldane developed an indirect method for detection of incomplete sex-linkage 

in this paper. It assumes that s is equal to the number of individuals. The letters 

a, b, c and d all represent the number in each class. The symbol u is the same 

statistic used above. 

s = a-\-b-\-c-{-d. 

7/31 = (a - 36 - c + 3dy -{a + 9b + c-h 9d). 

Again x will be used as the estimate of ^ = x - (x)^ and i will be used to 
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denote the information about 1 — 4a;. The value of k 

k = sys — 1) 4s_3s ) 

was estimated by Fisher in his 1935 series of papers dealing with dominant and 

recessive detection. He used this to approximate the mean value u for families of 

size s. For the mean and information, given the above case: 

^ ~ ^ ^ — S{k) 

H — J-C 
18' 

Haldane ends by saying that there is a need for a ". . . test of homogeneity . . . " 

[15] of the values for u. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

A brief history of events given in chapter two gave background knowledge of 

past explanations for genetic variation. It was useful to see how Galtonism was 

disproved by those scientists working on developing Mendelian theory. Morgans's 

advancements in chromosome theory and the subsequent advancements in genetic 

distance and linear arrangements on the chromosome were critical in the advance

ment of linkage estimation. Following these theories, methods were developed to 

measure the accuracy of these estimations. Methods such as the additive and 

weighted mean methods, along with the product method and the method of max

imum likelihood. 

In Chapter IV, linkage in human genetics proved to be the culmination of over 

thirty years of work on the part of biologists and mathematicians. By taking 

recorded blood types, both Weiner and Bernstein developed methods of detecting 

linkage. Haldane in turn used these methods for a comprehensive study into au

tosomal linkage. He formulated equations for estimations of recombination values 

and gave an information formula that used a derivation of Bernstein's formula and 

the inverse of the variance. Fisher verified Haldane's results through his method 

of simultaneous estimation. 

Haldane showed that the methods of detection found in Fisher's papers on 

detection of dominant and recessive abnormal traits could be used to detect in

complete sex-linkage in humans. He showed another application of mathematics 

to genetics and made significant contributions in the field of medical genetics. 

39 
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Considering that the structure of the DNA molecule was not determined by 

Watson, Crick and Wilkins until 1953 [22], the contributions of the scientists men

tioned in this thesis becomes even more impressive. Using their knowledge of 

mathematics combined with the biological evidence known at the time, their con

tributions advanced the study of genetics. 
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